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Fig. 4. shows the obstacle identification conducted on the neighbouring

depicted clearcut site. Some obstacle were measured by hand on the

clearcut and are rendered as circles in the graphs. Identified obstacles are

depicted as X-marks.

Fig. 3. Point cloud with mean planes fitted

in subsections. Deviating, clustered

pixels are displayed in red.

The ToF camera was mounted as in Fig. 2. Snapshots were taken at standstill

and physical measurements from the camera to clearly visible obstacles were

conducted to be able to compare the ToF camera identification with actual

obstacle positions on the clearcut. The data from the camera was represented

by a 3D point cloud with x, y and z coordinates.

The raw data from the camera was

represented by a 3D point cloud with

x, y and z coordinates, see Fig. 3

(blue pixels). 2D planes was fitted as

mean planes to the pixels of the

corresponding area. Residuals from

the corresponding 2D mean plane

was analysed and screened, where

pixels with high z values from the 2D

plane were saved. These pixels are

depicted in red in Fig. 4. Then,

remaining pixels that was piled in

clusters were considered obstacles.
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1. Background and objectives
Mounding conducted forwarder based or during mechanized planting is

particularly sensitive to clearcut obstacles since the procedure can be performed

over top of e.g. stones and stumps. In Sweden, around 50% of all mounding

attempts on easy to normal clearcuts fail because of encountered obstacles1,

exemplified in Fig. 1. One way to increase productivity is to automatically identify

obstacles (size, type and position) on the clearcuts and avoid them. A Time-of-

Flight (ToF) camera has previously shown good potential in identifying objects.

Objective:

Develop a method for automatic obstacle identification using a

Time-of-Flight camera

Fig. 2. Left: Simulated field of view for hood mounted ToF camera.

Right: Fotonic TOF-E70P TGBZ mounted on a harvester.

The camera raw data showed potential to assist in identifying obstacles

located above ground. In addition to finding stumps, stones clearly

protruding the mean ground surface were also possible to discern.

The algorithm for finding above ground obstacles showed potential to be

directly utilized during site preparation where the main concern is the

integration between camera, algorithm software and the site preparatory

equipment.

Fig. 1. A clearcut with a high obstacle quota.

Fig. 4. The obstacle identification algorithm tested

at different clearcut sites.

5. Conclusions

1 Larsson, A. (2011). Selection of soil scarification method in northern Sweden within Sveaskog AB domains.
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